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Synthetic Aperture and Plane Wave
Ultrasound Imaging with
Versal ACAP

Versal™ ACAP silicon architecture and software tools
provide better image quality, speed, and accuracy to assist
in complicated diagnostic and surgical procedures using
advanced imaging techniques in medical ultrasound.

ABSTRACT
Medical Ultrasound is the most widely accepted and available form of
diagnostic imaging today because of many significant advantages. It uses lowenergy acoustic waves, and there are no known harmful side-effects on patients
unlike potential ionizing radiation from X-rays or CT scans. Ultrasound can
capture dynamic soft issue images, which X-rays cannot. Ultrasound systems
are compact and transportable for easy mobility. In spite of significant
advantages with Ultrasonic technology, equipment makers have found it
challenging to keep improving image quality and accuracy as desired by the
market, mainly due to limited scalability of the current architecture.
This white paper demonstrates a perspective on how to achieve better image
quality, speed, and accuracy using advanced imaging techniques on Xilinx
technology. Plane wave and synthetic aperture imaging are the two approaches
presented in this white paper, because they offer substantial frame rate
improvement and accuracy for specific, hard-to-manage diagnostic and
surgical procedures like cardiac wall motion, blood flow, and cardiac surgery.
The white paper also describes how deep learning algorithms can be used in
conjunction for improvements stated above using Xilinx products. For the
intended audience of this white paper, the architects and the scientists
developing medical ultrasound imaging systems, the development productivity
workflow on Xilinx technology will be addressed as well.
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Introduction
The increasing cost of healthcare is creating an excessive amount of burden on hospitals, clinics,
and service providers for better cost containment without sacrificing quality of service to patients.
Higher patient throughput during clinical procedures is a possible cost containment path that can
take advantage of advancement in computing technology. There is significant demand at the same
time from radiologists to significantly improve the quality of the output image from medical
imaging equipment like medical ultrasound, CT scanners, and other similar equipment.
The potential advantages from use of artificial intelligence (AI), its subset, machine learning (ML),
and the implementation technique of Deep Neural Networks-based implementation of ML for
diagnostic assistance and efficiency improvement are also promising techniques. This can result in
higher image quality, better tissue identification, and classification and organ segmentation by
exploiting significant growth of computational capabilities of new silicon devices and from
advancement of algorithms that streamline the clinical workflow.
Among the different clinical procedures, medical diagnostic imaging is one of the best candidates
to exploit such advanced computing technologies primarily because of the less invasive nature of
soundwave technology and no involvement of radiation. Also, it is more ubiquitous, cheaper, faster,
and smaller than other modalities like CT and MRI. Despite the tremendous progress already made
in the last several years, quality, accuracy, and speed of diagnosis can still be significantly improved
using faster parallel computing and AI algorithms.
This white paper demonstrates a perspective into medical ultrasound equipment manufacturers
(OEM) and how to achieve better image quality, speed, and accuracy using Xilinx technology. It also
introduces how deep learning algorithms can be used in conjunction for improvements stated
above using Xilinx products. For the intended audience of this white paper, the architects and the
scientists developing medical ultrasound imaging systems, the development productivity workflow
is also addressed.
During the last two decades, radical new methods for acquiring and processing medical ultrasound
images have been researched and developed: synthetic aperture (SA) and plane wave (PW)
imaging. These two new methods offer a radical and disruptive departure from the current
sequential and slow acquisition of ultrasound images, where one image line is acquired at a time.
The new methods insonifies the whole imaging region with ultrasound and can thereby reconstruct
a full image in one emission. The imaging with thousands of frames per second, with such frame
rates introducing radically new imaging possibilities like improved focusing and penetration, vector
flow imaging, functional ultrasound, super resolution imaging, fast cardiac imaging, and
quantification, along with a ten times improvement in the precision of quantitative measures.
The rapid imaging schemes create processing demands, which are several hundred times higher
than in traditional imaging and have so far prevented the implementation of these advanced
imaging methods. In this white paper, Xilinx introduces processing devices and a new development
environment for easy and real-time implementation of these advanced imaging schemes. The Xilinx
Versal™ adaptive compute acceleration platforms (ACAPs) devices, as well as Xilinx's Alveo™ data
center acceleration cards, deployable into workstation or servers, are the recommended hardware
for enabling SA and PW methods.
The SA and PW imaging schemes introduce a whole range of advantages compared to traditional,
sequential ultrasound imaging [Ref 1][Ref 2][Ref 3][Ref 4]. Foremost, the data set acquired is
complete, and focusing can be synthesized during processing rather than during acquisition. It is,
therefore, possible to dynamically focus the data in both transmit and receive for an optimal
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resolution throughout the imaging region, where a traditional image is only optimally focused at
the transmit focus. This has been shown to increase the image quality in-vivo and to increase
penetration depth [Ref 5][Ref 6].
These imaging schemes also open a whole range of applications with retrospective processing, as
the data sets acquired are complete. The continuous and complete data acquisition has significant
ramifications for flow imaging. The continuous data makes it possible to follow moving structures
and blood for all time and in all directions [Ref 7]–[Ref 17]. This increases the precision of velocity
estimates by a factor of ten, and the velocity vector can be estimated [Ref 11]–[Ref 20]. The long
observation time further makes it possible to detect very low velocity flow for functional imaging
of brain function [Ref 21]–[Ref 23]. The flow sensitivity of the data is also increased, so lower
velocity flow can be detected [Ref 22]. The fast frame rates also make it possible to detect tissue
elasticity and perform shear wave imaging [Ref 10], [Ref 22].
The imaging has also been combined with ultrasound contrast agents to track the bubbles’ motion
through the smallest vessels and thereby attain super ultrasound resolution, where structures with
sizes down to 10 micrometers can be discerned [Ref 24]–[Ref 26].
Using the SA and PW ultrasound imaging can, thus, pave the way for entirely new applications of
ultrasound with an increased resolution, contrast, and precision in motion estimates. The successful
real-time implementation has hereto been prevented by the huge amount of calculations to be
performed, but this is now possible to implement using the Xilinx programmable devices and
development platforms, as described in this white paper.

Ultrasound Imaging Acquisition Pipeline
An ultrasound system using a piezoelectric transducer converts electrical transmission pulses to
ultrasonic pulses and receive ultrasonic echo pulses from electrical signals. Such transducers
contain many piezoelectric elements (32 up to 192) and can be of different form and function for
different desired investigations. Scan line arrangements for the most common B-mode formats
include: (a) linear, (b) curvilinear, (c) trapezoidal, (d) sector and (e) radial. See Figure 1.
X-Ref Target - Figure 1
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Figure 1: Scan Line Arrangements for the Most Common B-Mode Formats
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Transducers can be:


Linear array for imaging superficial area of the body and organs at a deeper level



Curvilinear and trapezoidal types used for abdominal organs and obstetric scanning



Sector type for imaging of the heart, where access is normally through a narrow acoustic
window between the ribs



Radial for intravascular investigations

The amplitude of the echo received can be associated to the brightness (B-mode) and the time of
the echo to the depth, forming a 2-dimensional (2D) image. Many B-mode lines, where each line in
the image is produced by a pulse-echo sequence, produces the final anatomical section of the
organs under investigation. Given the parameters of a specific ultrasound transducer, the
ultrasound processing can be described as a sequence of steps, forming a pipeline or forming
many concurrent pipelines of data processing depending on the function of the selected modality.
An example pipeline can be described as follow:


Generation of a modulated ultrasonic pulse with a frequency dependent on the type of probe,
medical procedure, and type of imaging modality.



Electrical excitation of the transducers for transmitting the modulated wave. The excitation can
include beamforming at the transmitter.



o

Selective in-sonification.

o

Generation of virtual sources.

o

Generation of specific wave fronts (spherical, planar, etc.).

Reception of echo returned by the organs hit by the ultrasonic wave and conversion into
electrical signals by the transducer (RF data).
o



Time-Gain compensation for normalizing near and far echoes such that they can be
processed uniformly.

Received signals are then digitally signal processed to:
o

Focus the received signals into a specific depth with beamforming

o

Reconstruct scan lines using the data from multiple elements



Non-linear (logarithmic) compression stage for matching the echo dynamic range to the
human perceived dynamic range.



Interpolation for creating the image representing physical dimensions



Other stages of digital signal processing to:
o

Remove noise

o

Remove aberrations

o

Reduce interference

o

Remove scan line offsets

o

Reduce speckle
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o

Improve resolution

o

Improve distance measured

o

Sharpen edges

o

Reduce artifacts

Principles of SA and PW Imaging
In traditional ultrasound imaging, a focused ultrasound field is emitted, and the scattered signal
from the tissue is received by all the elements of the probe. The geometric distance from the point
in the image to the receiving element is then used for making the receive focusing. This can be
made dynamic as a function of depth for optimal receive focusing. The transmit focus is, however,
restricted to the single transmit focus, and the images are only optimally focused at this depth.
This restriction is alleviated in SA and PW imaging, where the imaging is conducted by emitting a
series of either spherical or plane waves as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Illustration of SA Imaging (Left) and PW Imaging (Right)
In Figure 2, the first row shows the emitted wave, which is either spherical or plane. The second row
depicts the beamformed low-resolution images resulting from each emission, and the bottom row
shows the resulting high-resolution image from summing all the lower resolution images in phase.
Receive focusing is performed as in conventional imaging, but the transmit focusing is synthesized
by combining data from several emissions. This makes transmit focusing dynamic, and an optimal
focus is therefore attained through the image depth, which enhances both contrast and resolution
throughout the image. The focusing is performed by calculating the geometric distance from the
transmitting source through the imaging point and back to the receiving element. Data is then
selected from the received transducer signals and summed after interpolating the sample values.
This summing is also called coherent compounding especially in PW imaging. The distances
calculated are the same for both SA and PW imaging, apart from a trivial modification for the
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distance from the transmitting source to the image point, and the same processing structure can
therefore be applied for both imaging schemes.
A second advantage is the decoupling of the number of emissions to the number of image lines.
Traditionally 200 emissions have to be made to acquire a full high-resolution image, whereas SA
and PW images can use much fewer emissions [Ref 27], [Ref 28]. Typically, 1 to 8 emissions are used
for flow, and 10 to 30 emissions are used for optimal B-mode imaging, thus yielding a much higher
frame rate, giving the many advantages mentioned above. This is illustrated in Figure 3 where the
contrast is shown for a number of emissions as a function of imaging depth in wavelengths. Lower
numbers are better because they indicate that side lobes surrounding the main peak are low.
Emitting more times increases the contrast, but after 12 emissions, no further improvement is
attained, and in this case, gives the optimal choice between contrast and frame rate. Between 4 and
8 emissions also gives a good contrast, which is sufficient for flow imaging, where demands are
lower and frame rates can be increased.
X-Ref Target - Figure 3
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Figure 3: Imaging Contrast as a Function of Depth in Wavelengths for a Number of Emissions Using a
192 Elements Linear Array Probe with λ/2 Pitch
The few emissions needed make continuous imaging in the whole region of interest possible, which
is ideal for flow imaging. Moving objects can be tracked continuously in all directions for all time,
and this has been developed for both estimating flow in the major arteries, detecting tissue motion
and elasticity, and for making it possible to detect very low velocity flow. This is due to the
continuous data available, and that the images have a higher dynamic range with a higher
sensitivity to low velocity flow as much more advanced filters for separating flow and tissue can be
employed.
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Amount of Calculations
The number of beamforming operations to be performed continuously in a SA/PW system is given
by:
N c=kN l N e 4f 0,
where N l is the number of image lines, N e is the number of receiving elements, and f 0 is the
transducer center frequency. The sampling is performed at four times the probe's center frequency
to enforce Nyquist sampling for linear imaging. The factor k indicates the fraction of time used for
imaging. For the highest possible frame rate, k is around 0.8 to 0.9, but it can be very much smaller,
if lower frame rates are used for lowering the processing demands.
Typical numbers are N l=200, N e=192, k=0.8 and f 0 = 5KHz, yielding 614 giga operations per
second. Typically, one beamforming operation includes calculating the focusing delay, the
apodization value, and finally, interpolating the sample value and summing it to values from the
other elements of the transducer. Combined, this can give 30 to 100 operations per beamforming
operation, and full real-time SA and PW imaging can result in tera calculations per second. The
change from a conventional system is that a full image is reconstructed rather than a line for every
pulse emission, and the number of calculations is therefore N l times higher in these systems. A
major advantage is that all points in the image can be calculated independently, and the processing
is therefore inherently parallel, making it ideally suited for FPGA implementation.
Limited processing resources have prevented the adoption of PW and SA imaging until recently.
Now, the availability of new embedded processing platforms like Versal ACAPs make real-time
implementations of such techniques viable and practical.

Influence of Interpolation
Individual elements are often sampled at a rate of λ/4, which obeys the Nyquist criteria, but it is
insufficient for fine delays. Interpolation is convenient way to compensate for the missing points.
The interpolator quality is key factor for reducing negative effects generated by the "invented"
samples. The interpolator is also a very computationally intense function. In the following figures,
some interpolators are compared with their PSF contour plots with 6dB between contours down to
a level of –60dB. The synthetic aperture is simulated using Field II simulator [Ref 30][Ref 31] for a
3.5MHz linear array 128 elements probe with λ/4 sampling, where each of the 128 elements are
used as an emitter.
Figure 4 shows the interpolation effects. The upper left graph shows the point spread function
when using linear interpolation between the samples. The upper right is using an increase of the
sampling frequency by a factor of 10 combined with linear interpolation, interp function. The lower
left is employing spline interpolation and the lower right uses piecewise cubic Hermite
interpolating polynomial pchip. Proper side lobes are only attained for the spline and for the interp
function, showing the importance of interpolation for high quality imaging.
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Figure 4: Point Spread Functions for the Interpolation Schemes for 128 Elements Linear Array Probe

Challenges in Software-based Synthetic Aperture and
Plane Wave Imaging
The fundamental challenge for SA and PW imaging is balancing the amount of data produced per
second and the available computing power in the specific processing imaging pipeline. An
ultrasound imaging system can be divided into a front end (FE), image former (IF), and the back end
(BE). The FE manages the hardware aspects of the transducer, transmission pulse generation (TX),
received analog signal (RX), and the switch matrix (SM) for TX/RX phases. Image former is
responsible for the beamforming, and sometimes this function is portioned into the FE. The BE
enhances the images, converts them from acoustic scan grids to display grids, then renders and
displays them. Recently, the IF and BE have often combined in software using the raw data directly.
This approach requires multiple high-speed communication channels, in general, based on PCIe®
to transfer the raw data to the workstation equipped with high performance CPUs and GPUs.
Moving large amounts of data from the FE to the BE introduces unwanted latency and delays due
to multiple communication channels, buffering to store the raw data, and data movement into CPU
caches and GPU card memories. For a high-end system with 128 channels, operating at 40MHz RF
sampling rate, coded at 12 bits per sample, each TX pulsing event generates a raw data size of
2,212MB for an axial imaging of 7.7cm at 1540m/s sound speed.
In case of small parts, using fast imaging to repeat the pulses at 15,400 times per second generates
18.8GB/s of data movement. Even an integrate block for PCIe Gen3x16, offering about 12GB/s,
cannot cope with the transfer rate of this magnitude to the BE. The BE must store and move the raw
data multiple times to make it available to the CPU for flow control, and to the GPU for algorithmic
processing. The amount of latency introduced also limits the real-time performance. This
represents a significant amount of data at high speed that should be conveniently processed as
early as possible to reduce the data burden.
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Versal ACAPs for SA and PW Imaging
Ultrasound systems naturally fit into heterogeneous computational structures. The FE is highly
analogic as per Figure 5, where a Versal ACAP is used for the Analog Front End (AFE) control and
storage of the data (RF data).
X-Ref Target - Figure 5
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Figure 5: Simplified Schematic of an FE (Source: TI)
The Versal ACAP provides the LVDS for receiving the incoming data from the AFE, provides the
proper clock and setup for the data pump and acquisition, and manages the activation of the
transmitters and the switch between TX and RX. All such phases require a high interaction with the
underlining analog hardware and the programmable logic in the Versal ACAP, which is not trivial,
but ideally suited for the ACAP devices. The remaining portion of the ultrasound pipeline is
dedicated to process the acquired RF data.
Figure 6 focuses on the beamforming pipeline.
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X-Ref Target - Figure 6
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Figure 6: Beamforming Pipeline for SA and PW Imaging
Beamforming is a highly parallel algorithm. Each step involved in developing the image in the
beamformer can be described as a dataflow operation where the RF data is processed by stages,
and each stage is piped onto the next. In a computing architecture, dataflow consists of nodes
forming a graph connected by queues. The dataflow model provides pipeline parallelism, the graph
represents the flow of an application or program, and the nodes represent functions applied to the
data.
Figure 6 shows the beamforming with boxes representing the processing stage (operation) and
lines representing connectors, where the two gray blocks are cycles ("for_loops").
Dataflow allows data segmentation to split the computing process in parallel flows, as shown in
Figure 7, improving the performances significantly.
X-Ref Target - Figure 7
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Figure 7: Horizontal Partition (Loop Unrolling) of a Dataflow Graph
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Dataflow for SA and PW Using Versal ACAP SIMD-VLIW Architecture
Implementing the dataflow graph for ultrasound modalities on a traditional microprocessor
presents issues related to parallelism and data throughput. The 'B-Mode' at 350fps requires a delay
and apodization of around 6.08Gmults/s. The interpolation of samples requires 12.17Gmults/s and
the number of calculations in the beamformer is around 3,028Gmults/s. It is similar for the 'Flowmode' but with 30fps, all calculations being implemented in single precision floating point.
Typically, that amount of computing is hard to achieve on an embedded platform and at least a
high-performance desktop class computer is necessary, or a computer cluster. In Table 1, a
theoretical peak performance of some CPUs is shown as comparison with the above requirement.
Table 1: Theoretical Peak Performance
Cores

FP32/Cycle

Frequency MHz

Giga/Multiplications

4

64

4,000

1024

18

64

3,200

3686.4

Arm® Cortex®-A72

4

8

2,500

80

Arm Cortex-A53

4

8

1,500

48

Intel i7-6700K
Intel i9-9980XE

Additionally, there are other limitations in the processors related to the interference with other
cores that decrease the theoretical maximum up to a factor of 10 when large data sets (as in this
application) are transported from the DDR memory (DRAM) into the processors because a
significant amount of the data is exceeding the cache limits. See Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Traditional Multicore Cache-Based Architecture
There is a better option for computationally intensive problems like SA and PW if the very nature
of their basic algorithms is examined. SA and PW beamforming are naturally represented with
linear Algebra operations. Scan line can be represented by a vector, a set of scanlines with a matrix,
a set of scanlines per transducer with a vector of matrix or a cube, or a set of emissions with a
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vector of cubes; see Figure 9. Such representations are tensors, exactly like the ones used for Deep
Neural Networks.
X-Ref Target - Figure 9
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Figure 9: Tensor Representation of SA and PW Beamforming
Tensors, inner product, outer product, vector to matrix multiplication, matrix to matrix
multiplications, filters, convolutions, and discrete Fourier transforms can be efficiently computed
with an architecture having the following important characteristics:


A set of homogeneous processor elements in a tessellated (tiles) structure



A collection of a switch lattice, to connect processor elements; it is a regular structure formed
from programmable switches connected by datapaths



A controller to orchestrate the data flow



Local exploitation of algorithm, i.e., data movement is often limited to adjacent processing
elements



Pipelining used to achieve high processor element utilization

The Versal ACAP, with its tile-based AI Engine architecture, addresses the above requirements. The
processing element in a tile is a single instruction multiple data (SIMD) and very long instruction
word (VLIW) architecture. See Figure 10.
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Figure 10: AI Engine Array
The AI Engine contains a scalar unit, a vector unit, 2 load units, 1 store unit, and a memory interface.
The scalar unit contains: a 32-bit scalar RISC, a 32x32-bit scalar multiplier, and supports non-linear
functions including sine/cosine, square root, and inverse-square root. The vector unit contains:
512-bit vector fixed-point / integer unit and a single-precision floating point vector unit—both
supporting concurrent operation on multiple vector lanes. Within each AI Engine is a dedicated,
single-port, 16KB program memory.
Each AI Engine tile contains a 32KB data memory divided into eight single-port banks, and it allows
up to eight parallel memory access transactions every clock cycle.
The data memory also contains DMA logic that supports incoming stream to local memory,
outgoing stream from local memory, and buffered streams in local memory. Support for twodimensional stride access enables any AI Engine to access data memories in adjacent AI Engine tiles
in north, south, east, and west directions, allowing a single AI Engine to access up to 128KB of data
memory at bandwidth > 1TeraByte/s accessing four memory banks at each cycle. See Figure 11.
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Figure 11: AI Engine Tile
Computationally, the AI Engine per each tile has the multiply-accumulate processing capacity as in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Multiply-Accumulate Performances in Cycles
'B-Mode' performance requirements are estimated to be ~3,200Gmults/s; thus, according to
Figure 12, each tile can execute 8 MAC/Cycle @ 1GHz, thus 3,200/8= 400 tiles.
In the big picture, the AI Engine can implement all the different structures required by the data flow
algorithms in SA and PW. For reference, in Figure 13, the Versal ACAP integrates features including
a Scalar Engine, Adaptable Engines (programmable logic), Intelligent Engines (comprising both AI
Engines and DSP Engines), and a programmable network on chip (NoC)—in addition to the AI
Engines.
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X-Ref Target - Figure 13
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Figure 13: Versal ACAP Block Diagram
A dual-core Cortex-A72 64-bit processor for hosting the operating system, (for example Linux), and
for executing the tasks related to controlling the ultrasound processing. The processor provides all
the functionalities required for connecting, orchestrating, updating, and providing a rich
infrastructure for the digital signal processing required by the ultrasound acquisition.
The adaptable portion (the programmable logic) is responsible for all the acquisition-related
functions, including controlling the AFE, the transmitter, demodulating the I/Q signals from the
transducer. It can also accelerate specific tasks and management of memory transfer of the
acquired data to the AI Engine.
The Versal ACAP’s programmable NoC is a fully integrated, high-speed, full-blocking crossbar
switch that is used for managing the extraordinary bandwidth required for SA and PW imaging. The
role of the NoC is to enable the seamless memory-mapped access to the full height and width of
the PL to connect areas of the device that demand and use large quantities of data. It allows:


Sharing device access to DRAM



PL to PL connections



Memory-mapped access to the AI Engine array for trace and debug



Connecting between the PS, PL, and AI Engine array



Connecting between PS and DDR memory
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Programming the AI Engine for SA and PW Imaging
An AI Engine program consists of a data-flow graph specification written in C++. This specification
can be compiled and executed using a specialized compiler from Xilinx. A data flow graph consists
of nodes and edges, where nodes represent compute kernel functions and edges represent data
connections.
Data flow graph kernels operate on data streams that are infinitely long sequences of typed values.
These data streams can be broken into separate blocks and these blocks are processed by a kernel.
Kernels consume input blocks of data and produce output blocks of data. Kernels can also access
the data streams in a sample-by-sample fashion.
An AI Engine kernel is a C/C++ program that targets the VLIW vector and scalar processors.
There are many possible communication configurations, including memory communication and
streaming communication, that are essential building blocks for SA and PW imaging. See Figure 14.
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Figure 14: AI Engine Communication Structures
The view that a kernel has of incoming blocks of data is called the input window, and outgoing
blocks of data are called the output window, which are automatically inferred by the AIE compiler
from the data flow graph connections.
Kernels receive an input stream or an output stream of typed data as an argument. The PS can be
used to dynamically load, monitor, and control the graphs executing on the AI Engine array. The AI
Engine architecture and compiler work together to provide a programming model, where two
stream connections can share the same physical channel in a transparent manner if their total
channel usage does not exceed 100%. In addition to kernels operating on the processor element of
AI Engine, it is possible to specify kernels to run on the PL. Figure 15 shows a notional graph for SA
and PW imaging. The yellow block connects the PL to a PL kernel block in orange, the kernel block
then streams into the green kernel for delay calculation. A set of kernels is then started in parallel
with interleaved execution, with the number of kernels interleaved determining the degree of
parallelism and speedup. The beamforming kernel then instantiates other inner kernels for the
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inner calculations as shown in the gray blocks. The blue kernel is streaming beamformed data into
the DDR memory.
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Figure 15: Complete Graph Structure of the SA and PW Beamformer

Summary & Conclusions
The Synthetic Aperture and Plane Wave imaging techniques can be implemented using the Versal
ACAP with AI Engines and the associated software framework, allowing a single chip
implementation of such advanced ultrasound modalities. Using more than one Versal ACAP, it is
possible to reach even higher performance in the order of 2,000 frames per second with 128
transducers in an advanced ultrasound system.

Additional Information
Xilinx Web Pages
Smart Solutions for Medical Imaging, Diagnostics and Clinical Equipment web page
https://www.xilinx.com/applications/medical.html
Versal ACAP Product web page
https://www.xilinx.com/products/silicon-devices/acap/versal.html
Vitis Unified Software Platform web page
https://www.xilinx.com/products/design-tools/vitis/vitis-platform.html
Vitis AI Development Environment
https://www.xilinx.com/products/design-tools/vitis/vitis-ai.html
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Other Sites
PYNQ: Python Productivity
http://www.pynq.io/
Xilinx Vitis Libraries
https://github.com/Xilinx/Vitis_Libraries
Xilinx Vitis AI Libraries
https://github.com/Xilinx/Vitis-AI
Xilinx Vitis Tutorials
https://github.com/Xilinx/Vitis-Tutorials
Xilinx Vitis AI Tutorials
https://github.com/Xilinx/Vitis-AI-Tutorials

Other Xilinx White Papers
WP505 (v1.0.1) Versal: The First Adaptive Compute Acceleration Platform (ACAP).
WP506 (v1.0.2) Xilinx AI Engines and Their Applications
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